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Texts: Exodus 3; Matthew 16: 21-28, Romans 12: 9-18, 21 

Title: Stop, Start, Continue – the spiritual practice of love.  

Rev. Sharon Smith  

 

The experience of God is a present reality. It moves us from our past and calls us toward a 
future invitation.  

We are called to be in the present now. For this ground is Holy.  

And this is often the reality we try to avoid.  

- Some of us are prone to be past dwellers – remember those days when or locked into 
the past because of trauma or shame…  

- Some of us are prone to be future dwellers – if only it would work out this way and we 
imagine and fanaticize. 

This is the moment we are in and where we are present to the Holy. It is the sacred now. 

Pause 

And in this moment, the present moment…  

It is bubbling with possibility of new creation.  

We are given the gift to leave something behind and we are invited to take something with us 
into the next moment.  

Not all our days are spectacular or noteworthy, but each one, brings from within it an invitation 
to put something down and to pick something up.  

There is continuity and discontinuity… from moment to moment.  

A call to stop, start and continue.  

 

Moses’ awareness of the present sacred moment opened his eyes to a Holy nudge on an 
ordinary workday.  

He had cut all his ties with the past. He had left his Hebrew community because of the shame of 
his actions and he ran away in fear.  

The experience Moses has, connects him to a past he had buried and invites him to a future he 
could never have imagined. 

There is continuity with the past: I am the God of your father, the God of Abraham, the God of 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob.” (Ex 3:6).  

And when Moses asks about who to say sent him, God’s response ties the past and present 
together “I am who I am.” “I will be what I will be”. (3:14).   

(Walter Brueggemann, New Interpreter's’ Bible, v. 1, p. 713) 
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There is:  

o Discontinuity – giving up the fearful running away, leaving the life he had created 
in Midian, trusting a Holy nudge and taking up a role he had not embodied 
before.  

o Continuity – Reconnecting with his past, returning to a people and a tradition of 
his ancestors. 

 

And we meet Peter in a present moment of leaving behind and taking up. 

It is a moment of the clash of two paths of faith.  

The way of his past tradition - of victory, of conquering, of inheriting land,  

clashing with  

The way of sacrificial love, of laying it all down (a wisdom path Jesus presents). 

Peter’s frustrated, angry response is understandable, for as Douglas Hare writes: “Nothing in 
[the disciples’] background prepared [them] for the notion that [their] champion should suffer a 
shameful death. The Messiah, the Christ, was expected to inflict suffering and death on [their] 
enemies… not to experience it himself.”  

Douglas Hare, Interpretation: Matthew, p. 194 

Jesus embodies the words he teaches:  

“Those who would lose their life will find it, and those who would keep it will lose it”  

And as Cynthia Bourgeois reminds us that In Jesus everything hangs together around a single 
Centre of gravity – to let go, to empty oneself, to give it up.  

 

In the present moment when we are challenged to give something up and to take up a new 
way… 

It can be filled with anxiety, grief, discomfort.. Our knee-jerk response may be to fight it. 

It is not pleasant to sacrifice or to give something up. Particularly if it is something we have 
been doing for a long time.  

 

As a community, St Catherine’s we are emerging from a moment of pause. 

Along with all the uncertainty and instability, COVID presented us with a reflective opportunity.  

And now we are called to be discerning, to listen to the needs of others. 

This is a moment to put things down, a moment to pick things up. A present Holy moment.  
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There is an invitation to discontinue things that are no longer serving us well, and  

An invitation to continue to faithfully provide a place where all people in North Vancouver can 
have a place to gather, encounter God and be transformed. 

 

This is a moment to Stop, to start, and to continue.  

 

This week I re-read a little book written in the 1960’s called the The Comfortable Pew, 

written by Pierre Berton (a noted Canadian author of non-fiction, and was a television 
personality and journalist). He wrote on popular culture, Canadian history, critiques of 
mainstream religion, anthologies, children's books and historical works for youth).  

 

In the early 1960s the Anglican community in Canada asked Berton to take a critical look at the 
Church.  The resulting publication, The Comfortable Pew, became a bestseller.   

 

Berton suggested that the church was locked in a tired vision from the past.   

 

He thought that it had failed as an instrument of social justice and no longer served as a place 
where ethics and values were challenged.   

 

In Berton’s view the church had surrendered to the status quo and was refusing to shake 
people up by challenging them to live truly Christian lives.  Instead there were “comfortable 
pews.” 

 

In his critique he used descriptive words like:  

- Apathy 
- Top-down authoritarianism 
- Inward focus 
- Exclusionary 
- Irrelevant to the present moment 

 

 
With similar themes in the 1990’s Charles Ringma, an Australian religious professor living in 
Vancouver wrote a book called “Catch the Wind”  
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His book promotes a new way of being church. It does so because the old way was fast 
becoming irrelevant through its failure to respond to the creative impulses of the present 
moment. 

 

Ringma writes:  

“In the face of the massive politicisation and technologization of modern life, there are signs 
everywhere to be seen of people who are rightfully reclaiming more control over their own 
lives. I am advocating that these impulses should be creatively applied to the life and structures 
of the contemporary church. Rather than lamenting that the church is too modern and that its 
future lies in returning to older ways, I am asserting that the church is not modern enough. It is 
out of step with the contemporary emphasis which claims that we learn by doing and we grow 
by assuming responsibility.”  

 

 
And in the film the Two Popes, the director depicts a moment in 2012 where Pope Benedict the 
16th (Fr Ratzinger) and the now Pope Francis (Fr Bergoglio) are walking outside the Apostolic 
Palace of Castel Gandolfo which served as a summer residence and vacation retreat for the 
pope. 

 

Pope Benedict asks Fr Bergoglio: Do you think the Church is failing?  

BERGOGLIO replies:  We are losing people. In America, if Lapsed Catholics were a religion, it 
would be the fourth biggest one.  

RATZINGER asks: And this is the fault of the Church? Not of Western relativism and 
permissiveness, of anything goes?  

BERGOGLIO goes onto say: We - have spent these last years disciplining anyone who questions 
the line on birth control, divorce, being gay. While our planet was being destroyed, while 
inequality grew like a cancer, we worried about whether it was alright to say mass in Latin, 
whether girls should be allowed to be altar servers? We built a wall around ourselves and all 
the time the real danger was inside with us.  

 

A failure to pay attention to the moment that is now. 

 

 

St Catherine’s members, as I have experienced you and come to know you, I have found a 
community of aware and engaged citizens, inspired by the teachings and way of Jesus.  

How do we make this the main thing again?  
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How do we participate together so that our actions, values are articulated in our liturgies and 
worship? In this Sacred Now. 

And what we do in our liturgies emboldens us for our very lives?  

 

Are we willing to give up ways that are not serving the present moment?  

To lay down our lives. 

The practice of sacrificial love may mean that we sing hymns that we may not know yet,  

cite prayers we are not used to.  

Are we willing to do this?  

Are we willing to be in the Sacred Now. 

To open space for us to sincerely deal with today’s issues that are relevant to people’s lives:  

- Values and ethics to guide our use of technology – so that it is used for good 
- Equity for all: Working out the nuances of how to treat people differently depending on 

their need. 
- Finding ways to bless new milestones in people’s relationships and identity – when a 

couple move in together to figure out their future – is there a blessing ceremony? 
- When a person who has been questioning their gender, finds their way, discovers their 

new name, are we blessing this moment?  
- Offering contemplative practices as a way to address the mental health crisis of our 

time.   

What else friends? What else is calling to us from our experiences in today’s world?  

What else do we see as Christ’s followers?  

And what do we need to leave behind, to discontinue, to lay down?  

 

To Stop, start, continue… 

For this is Love as a spiritual practice.  
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Postscript. 

This is love as a spiritual practice 

As a spiritual practice, love is… 

1) something that’s always possible, 
2) something that can be chosen repeatedly, 
3) an expansive vision of neighborliness, 
4) the greatest aim of our living, 
5) care and support for oneself, alongside others, 
6) a choice to be in relationship intentionally, 
7) a mindset of being connected, 
8) an extension of the spiritual toward others, 
9) shared relatedness and a sense of connection to all people, 
10) care for the physical, 
11) an experience that can be messy, 
12) intimacy instead of loneliness, 
13) an experience of which we are all worthy of receiving, 
14) a flow of being, receiving, and doing, 
15) something that needs to be integral to who we are and how we interact with people, 
16) a flow we desire coming in and out of our life, 
17) something we enact, 
18) the desire to understand another, 
19) a struggle in accepting people exactly for who they are, 
20) willingness to sit in discomfort and struggle with the biases and forms of systemic injustice 
that are ingrained and internalized inside ourselves. 

 

 

 


